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support for blue skies research that offers potential longer term benefits. 

Question 3: What else could the RSI system be doing to accelerate the progress towards the 
government’s priorities? 

We recognise and support the priorities set by the government, however, achieving the 
goals of the RSI requires significant time as many endeavours may not have an immediate 
impact. Attracting, funding and retaining the very best researchers over the longer term is 
required to build an effective and resilient world class RSI system.  

The recent round of Centres for Research Excellence has resulted in a wide range of 
researchers with complementary interests forming teams to co-develop research agendas 
that will tackle issues of national and global significance. However, many of these 
researchers will not receive funding. The Government could look at ways to harness the 
strategically important research capabilities of some of these unsuccessful bidders which in 
turn will improve the impact of the RSI strategy. 
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leader? Why?

As indicated above, many of our leading researchers choose to live and work in New Zealand 
but their work is highly mobile.  However, New Zealand boasts a significant number of 
academics who are world leaders in their fields where there is local context. Research areas 
in this category relate to New Zealand’s unique social and physical characteristics including 
indigenous research, geology and volcanology and native biodiversity.  As a nation, we are 
well positioned to place RSI in a social and science context under consideration of 
Mātauranga Māori, kaitiakitanga, and sustainability. Our small yet diverse population, with 
an integrated health system that allows population-based research approaches to be 
undertaken more readily than in other jurisdictions, is a significant advantage.  

In the social sector, New Zealand has a unique opportunity to strengthen and amplify its 
potential for world-leading innovation in developing, implementing, and sustaining 
bicultural services and systems responsive to and in full partnership with Māori. Investments 
in this domain are essential to reducing current inequities and disparities. At the same time, 
they have the potential to make important contributions internationally. The foundations 
for leadership by New Zealand as a global innovation hub in the development and testing of 
indigenous and decolonial service models (for example in child protection services) have 
been in place since the 1980s, but intentional investments in social and education sector  
innovation and research are needed to fully realise this opportunity. 

Question 7: What do you consider to be the unique opportunities or advantages available to 
the RSI System in New Zealand? 

New Zealand’s distinct social and cultural context present unique opportunities.  New 
Zealand also provides distinct advantages in terms of economies of scale.  We are a small, 
developed, progressive, nation with a past history of innovation to support equitable 
outcomes and nation-wide programmes directed towards addressing inequality and 
marginalisation. The IDI also represents a world leading resource that provides unique 
opportunity, particularly in clinical research.   

See also responses to Q5 and Q6. 

Question 8: What RSI challenges are unique to New Zealand, that New Zealand is the only 
country likely to address? 

See response to Q5 and Q6. 

Question 9: What are the challenges of innovating in the public sector? How do they differ 
from those in the private sector? 

Universities play an enabling role, providing non-university public sector organisations with 
a highly educated workforce and assisting them to innovate. Challenges in this domain 
include a variable record of political leadership in these areas, low appetite for risk and the 
restrictions associated with a three-year electoral cycle in regard to innovation, testing and 
action on sustainability.
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Question 13: Do you agree that excellence must be seen in a global context, and draw from
the best technology, people, and ideas internationally? Why or why not? 

As a country, we need to embrace the benefits of globalisation, such as access to talented 
researchers from across the globe, and ensure our graduates are competitive in an 
international context. Research undertaken in New Zealand must meet international 
standards of excellence, however, we caution against the expectation that what is 
considered excellent overseas is necessarily fit-for-purpose here. We should also aim for 
excellent research that is locally relevant and in the areas where Māori knowledge 
production and leadership exists.  This can only be understood using Māori understandings 

and measures of excellence.

Question 14: Do you agree that excellence is strengthened by stronger connections? Why or 
why not? 

While excellence is often strengthened by strong connections, excellent research can take 
many forms and we caution against adopting too narrow a version of excellence that may 
exclude research that may not require or benefit from collaboration. 

In some cases connections provide challenges that the RSI needs to acknowledge.  For 
example, while research published together with industry partners may receive higher 
citations, the absorptive capacity of industry within New Zealand to work with research 
providers is still limited.  Also issues can arise when scientific findings do not match the 
company’s expectations. 

There is significant potential for stronger connections to improve Māori outcomes and 
achieve equity. We need to move away from funding and working within silos in order to 
tackle complex problems. We also need to understand what is meant by connection, and 
shift away from approaches that largely involved the RSI consulting with Māori. Instead, we 
shoud be aiming for genuine partnerships supported by resources, infrastructure and 
accountability measures. We need to recognise that these connections will take time. Māori 
haven't always benefited from connections with RSI due to past extractive rather than 
reconciliatory processes. We will need to navigate these relationship-building exercises 
carefully and provide ongoing monitoring to ensure equal and mutual benefit (as described 
by the Treaty of Waitangi).   
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include a compulsory layman (plain English) summary for publications stemming from 
taxpayer funded research projects.  This would serve to raise awareness of the range of 
benefits associated with University-Industry engagement. 
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wide and diverse nature by providing a funding system with success rates competitive in an 
international context, allowing researchers to operate without excessive administration 
duties and a flexible, providing a reasonable regulation framework and access to state of the 
art infrastructure. 

Other issues to consider relate to immigration policy. A current barrier includes people with 
disabilities either as the primary applicant or their family members. The narrow rules around 
family reunification also makes New Zealand less attractive to an international workforce.  

Question 21: What changes could be made to support career stability for researchers in 
New Zealand? What would be the advantages and disadvantages of these approaches? 

The unstable funding situation poses major challenges. Research is a long-term process and 
funding for a limited number of years is often insufficient to provide stability. The constant 
need to apply for funding has led to inefficiencies in the system with researchers spending 
large amounts of time writing proposals rather than carrying our research and publishing 
outputs. We need to address these challenges in order to be internationally competitive.  

Our small research community also means there is the risk of bias, with the same 
researchers receiving repeat funding while emerging researchers struggle to launch their 
careers. The lack of international peer review and feedback on unsuccessful projects means 
that ideas are not properly tested in an international context and we stand to miss key 
opportunities to guide and mentor our emerging researchers. 

Question 22: Do you agree with the initiatives proposed in the Strategy to support and 
attract talented researchers and innovators? Are any changes needed for these initiatives to 
be successful? Are there any other initiatives needed to achieve these objectives? 

Yes, under consideration of the responses to Q19-Q21.  

New Zealand also has an acknowledged and increasing deficit in research infrastructure that 
has a signficant impact on our ability to attract international talent in key areas of research, 
particularly in health and physical sciences.  

In addition, we need to provide our researchers with training on unconscious bias and other 
areas to support a more inclusive research environment. More funding to support a 
strategic hire schemes that will allow universities to attract and recruit diverse staff is also 
required. 

A thriving Maori research environment requires the RSI system and research institutions to 
be responsive to Maori, pro-equity, Treaty compliant and anti-racist. Organisations will need 
to aim for these values and characteristics and put in place systems to monitor and 
intervene. 
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researchers? 

This can be achieved by creating a diverse and equitable RSI community. The level of 
awareness in this area is high already and by offering pathways in collaboration with, for 
example, iwi businesses through dedicated scholarships and/or fellowships would be an 
opportunity.  

Question 36: How can we ensure that Māori knowledge, culture and world views are 
integrated throughout our RSI system? 

We recognise that Māori knowledge, culture and world views are relevant across the 
research spectrum and we are committed to expanding our current capacity to incorporate 
Māori knowledge, culture and world views. We see the RSI system as a driving force in this 
area.  

Question 37: How can we strengthen connections between the RSI system and Māori 
businesses and enterprises? 
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Question 41: What elements will initiatives in this area need to be successful? 

New Zealand needs to be seen as a viable partner when it comes to the contribution of 
research infrastructure on the global stage. We need to have our share of major research 
infrastructure to achieve our aspirations of becoming a global innovation hub and to ensure 
New Zealand researchers have access to the best facilities in the world.  

 

 



 

 



 

 


